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Human molars exhibit a type of metameric variation, which is the difference in serially 26 
repeated morphology within an organism. Various theories have been proposed to explain how this 27 
variation is brought about in the molars. Actualistic data that support the theories, however, are still 28 
relatively scarce because of methodological limitations. Here we propose new methods to analyze 29 
detailed tooth crown morphologies. We applied morphometric mapping to the enamel–dentine junction 30 
of human maxillary molars and examined whether odontogenetic models were adaptable to human 31 
maxillary molars. Our results showed that the upper first molar is phenotypically distinct among the 32 
maxillary molars. The average shape of the upper first molar is characterized by four well-defined cusps 33 
and precipitous surface relief of the occlusal table. On the other hand, upper third molar is characterized 34 
by smooth surface relief of the occlusal table and shows greater shape variation and distinct distribution 35 
patterns in morphospace. The upper second molar represents an intermediate state between first and 36 
third molar. Size-related shape variation was investigated by the allometric vector analysis, and it 37 
appeared that human maxillary molars tend to converge toward the shape of the upper first molar as the 38 
size increases. Differences between the upper first molar versus second and third molar can thus be 39 
largely explained as an effect of allometry. Collectively, these results indicate that the observed pattern 40 
of metameric variation in human molars is consistent with odontogenetic models of molar row structure 41 
(inhibitory cascade model) and molar crown morphology (patterning cascade model). This study shows 42 
that morphometric mapping is a useful tool to visualize and quantify the morphological features of teeth, 43 
which can provide the basis for a better understanding of tooth evolution linking morphology and 44 
development. 45 
 46 
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Most mammalian teeth vary in shape and can be grouped into three families: incisiform, 50 
caniniform, and molariform. Morphological similarity within each tooth type was originally interpreted 51 
as the product of merism or the repetition of segments (Bateson, 1894). Dental rows of each tooth type, 52 
however, exhibit notable shape differences rather than repetition of identical elements. The differences 53 
in serially repeated morphology within an organism is called metameric variation and is thought to be a 54 
result of slight alterations in the developmental process (Weiss, 1990). Morphological variation within a 55 
tooth row is a type of metameric variation. 56 
In humans, the metameric variation can be best assessed by investigating molars because 57 
they are the only tooth type with three elements. The human maxilla contains three sets of molars: upper 58 
first, second, and third molars (UM1, UM2, and UM3, respectively). UM1 is considered to be more 59 
stable than UM2 and UM3 with regard to development and evolution, while the distal UM3 is 60 
considered to be the most variable (Garn et al. 1963; Sofaer et al. 1971; Townsend et al. 2003; Harris & 61 
Dinh, 2006). Various studies have shown the hierarchical structure of the teeth is determined by 62 
processes of dentition patterning (e.g., Butler, 1939; Dahlberg, 1945; Osborn, 1978) during orofacial 63 
development. Two hypothetical models have been proposed to explain how the differences in stability 64 
and variability between molars are determined during development (Nanci, 2013). The first is the field 65 
theory which postulates that the mesial-distal gradient of diffusible signaling molecules, so called 66 
morphogens, determines the specific fields of each tooth type (Butler, 1939). According to Butler’s 67 
theory, each field contains a “key tooth” at the most mesial position which shows greater stability in size 68 
and morphology than the other teeth in the same field. Following this model, the tooth located closest to 69 
the key tooth exhibits smaller variation than more distal teeth because their tooth germs are controlled 70 
more strictly by morphogens than those located further away. In contrast, the second theory, known as 71 
the clone theory (Osborn, 1978), postulates that each tooth type is stand alone in terms of development. 72 
According to Osborn’s theory, each tooth type has a single clone of preprogrammed cells located in the 73 
key tooth region that replicates with decreasing efficiency in subsequently developing teeth. Following 74 
this model, the distal teeth exhibit greater variation because their shapes are predetermined to a lesser 75 
degree than the mesial tooth.  76 
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 The field and clone theories first appeared as contrasting concepts. Accumulation of 77 
experimental data, however, indicates they actually complement each other (Mistiadis & Smith, 2006). 78 
Kavanagh et al.’s experimental study (2007) synthesized the field and clone theories in a most 79 
fundamental way to form the inhibitory cascade model. Kavanagh et al. (2007) showed tooth 80 
morphology is not controlled by different concentrations of diffusible signaling molecules; instead, the 81 
activator–inhibitor dynamics determines the size differences between molars. The development of each 82 
molar is controlled by the balance between inhibitor molecules from mesially-located tooth germs and 83 
activator molecules from the mesenchyme. The ratio of genetic activation and inhibition during 84 
development determines the relative size of the teeth in the molar row. The inhibitory cascade model is 85 
linked to the field and clone theories in the following respects. The inhibitory cascade model predicts 86 
that the development of the first molar (M1) dominates the size variations of M2 and M3. This is 87 
analogous to the concept of key tooth in the field theory. On the other hand, the inhibitory cascade 88 
model posits that isolated tooth germs can continue to grow and initiate sequential tooth development, 89 
as predicted by the clone theory. Morphological variations of the molar row can thus be explained better 90 
by the inhibitory cascade model instead of the field or clone theories alone. 91 
Such activator–inhibitor signaling mechanism is reiteratively used at a local level for cusp 92 
formation within a tooth crown (Jernvall & Thesleff, 2000, 2012; Salazar-Ciudad, 2012). In the 93 
individual tooth crown, the number and spatial patterning of cusps are determined by the iterative 94 
activation of secondary enamel knots and by the same reciprocal signaling cascade within and between 95 
the oral epithelium and mesenchyme (patterning cascade model; Jernvall & Jung, 2000; Jernvall, 2000). 96 
The activator–inhibitor signaling mechanism is thus used in the developmental processes of molars 97 
recursively, that is, at a higher level for size determination and at a more local level for cusp formation 98 
(as explained by inhibitory cascade model and patterning cascade model, respectively). Due to the 99 
reiterative nature of tooth development, the perturbations in later cascade events are amplified by those 100 
during earlier cascade events. The developmental cascades result in the hierarchical structure of the 101 
tooth morphology. In other words, the morphology of each molar and the metameric variation as a 102 
whole contain relevant information that could help understand the developmental processes. Thus, 103 
studying metameric variation is of special relevance for examining the relationship between 104 
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odontogenetic models and tooth morphology. 105 
Developmental mechanisms of the tooth are increasingly invoked to interpret morphological 106 
variations in addressing phylogenetic and taxonomic issues in humans, and their living and fossil 107 
relatives of apes (hominoids) under the condition that the dental traits are independent of each other 108 
(Pilbrow, 2007; Suwa et al. 2007, 2009; Skinner et al. 2008, 2009a, b; Gómez-Robles et al. 2012, 2015). 109 
It has recently been pointed out, however, that most of the dental traits are dependent on each other, and 110 
those used to infer the phylogenetic relationships can be developmentally correlated with each other 111 
(Kangas et al. 2004). While hypothetical models are now linked to molecular signaling pathways and 112 
developmental genetics, the association between macro-level morphologies and developmental 113 
processes remains largely unexplored. The most straightforward method to do this would be 114 
experimental verification, but it is difficult in living humans and impossible in fossil species to 115 
manipulate the developmental programs and/or track the developmental processes. One possible 116 
solution is to identify metameric variation because it serves as a key for linking the morphology to the 117 
development (Weiss, 1990; Hlusko, 2002; Braga et al. 2010; Singleton et al. 2011). Furthermore, they 118 
could also be used to infer ecological and functional adaptations (Kavanagh et al. 2007; Polly, 2007).  119 
Metameric variation in dentition remains relatively unexplored owing to difficulty in 120 
quantifying the complex shape variation in molar crowns. Some characteristic dental traits such as 121 
Carabelli’s trait have been analyzed qualitatively using morphological scoring procedures (Turner et al. 122 
1991). However, these methods only analyze specific characteristics, and do not permit demonstration 123 
of the morphological features of the entire crown or covariations among them. Other studies used 124 
quantitative data such as crown and cusp diameters to appraise morphological differences between them. 125 
Conventional quantitative methods are, however, not adequate for evaluation of the complicated 126 
morphology of dental crowns (Rizk et al. 2013). Recently, new morphometric methods [e.g., geometric 127 
morphometrics (GM)] combined with micro-CT (µCT) data have enabled more detailed quantification 128 
of tooth morphology (e.g., Skinner et al. 2009a; Braga et al. 2010; Singleton et al. 2011; Morita et al. 129 
2014a). Most of these techniques assume homology of dental features among all specimens in the 130 
analysis. For example, GM requires homology among anatomical points of reference (so-called 131 
landmarks). However, molars used in the analysis do not always share homology (e.g., the absence of 132 
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hypocone), which limits the application of these techniques to the analysis of metameric variation. For 133 
example, GM does not permit analysis of UM1, UM2, and UM3 together. Because the morphology of 134 
human maxillary molars is highly variable (Fig. 1), it is difficult to establish point-to-point homology 135 
between molar specimens. It is sometimes difficult to identify homology even within the same molar in 136 
conspecific individuals (Fig. 1). Other solutions include a landmark-free approach such as 137 
morphometric mapping (MM) (Zollikofer & Ponce de León, 2001; Bondioli et al. 2010; Morimoto et al. 138 
2011, 2012, 2014), two-dimensional (2D) surface-based approach (Boyer et al. 2011), and spherical 139 
harmonics (Specht et al. 2007; Shen et al. 2009). Here, we apply MM to human molars to analyze 140 
metameric variation. Methods of MM have been previously used to assess morphologies of long bones 141 
and dental roots (Zollikofer & Ponce de León, 2001; Bondioli et al. 2010; Morimoto et al. 2011, 2012, 142 
2014), and have reported great merit in dense sampling data of three-dimensional (3D) morphology 143 
without the need for pre-defined anatomical structures. Furthermore, it facilitates the visual inspection 144 
and exploration of morphometric data by demonstrating detailed morphological features of 3D objects 145 
as 2D images. MM-based analysis thus permits quantification of the complex morphology of molars 146 
and analysis of metameric variation among molars without assuming homology for morphometric data 147 
acquisition and analysis.  148 
This paper has two main aims. The first is to apply MM to quantify and visualize metameric 149 
variation among human maxillary molars and the second aim is to clarify whether there is any 150 
difference between molar crowns in phenotypic variation and variability. Variation is defined as the 151 
observed phenotypic differences, whereas variability is defined as the tendency or potential of an 152 
organism to vary (Wagner & Altenberg, 1996). Phenotypic variability corresponds to the potential 153 
range or distribution of morphological variation which reflects developmental processes and their 154 
interactions (Hallgrímsson et al. 2002; Willmore et al. 2007). Exploring phenotypic variation and 155 
variability among molars allows us to elucidate whether morphogenetic models of molar rows 156 
(inhibitory cascade model) and molar crowns (patterning cascade model) are adaptable to human 157 
maxillary molars.  158 
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Materials and Methods 159 
A total of 176 specimens (UM1: N = 62, UM2: N = 54, UM3: N = 60) were used in this 160 
study (Table 1). Sex was unknown for most of the sample cohort which was a mixture of populations 161 
from different periods and regions (from Jomon, medieval, early modern, and modern populations in 162 
the Japanese archipelago; see Table 1 for details). The sample structure with mixed populations does not 163 
violate the aim of this study to investigate patterns of metameric variation in human molars because 164 
potential variation due to differences in periods and/or regions are minimal compared with between 165 
molar differences (Kondo & Yamada, 2003; Morita et al. 2014). Right and left teeth were pooled to 166 
maximize sample size. Teeth that had completed crown formation and maintained unworn enamel–167 
dentine junction (EDJ) were used. To perform µCT scanning, isolated teeth were collected, and only a 168 
single tooth in the molar row from each individual was available as isolated teeth in the present sample. 169 
The µCT images of right molars were transformed into mirror images using the software package 170 
ImageJ (NIH, USA), and all specimens were regarded as left side. EDJ was used to avoid adverse 171 
effects of dental wear on shape analysis. It is the boundary between the epithelial and mesenchymal 172 
components during odontogenesis that possesses information regarding the original crown shape (Kraus 173 
& Jordan, 1965) and is significantly correlated with the shape of the outer enamel surface of teeth 174 
(Skinner et al. 2009; Morita et al. 2014b). Most of the UM1 specimens were scanned using a µCT 175 
scanner (ScanXmateA080S, Comscantecno, Japan; housed at Kyoto University) with the following 176 
data acquisition and image reconstruction parameters: 80 kV, 125 µA, voxel resolution of 31–32 μm. 177 
The remaining specimens were scanned using a µCT scanner (ELE SCAN, Nittetsu Elex, Japan; 178 
housed at Niigata University) with the following parameters: 80kV, 100 µA, voxel resolution of 30 μm. 179 
To facilitate tissue segmentation, the image stack for each tooth was filtered with a median filter, and 180 
triangular mesh models of EDJ were reconstructed three dimensionally using the 3D viewer plug-in in 181 
ImageJ. 182 
To generate the least-squares plane as an approximation of the cervical plane, the cervical 183 
line of each tooth was manually digitized (50–60 points depending on the size of each tooth) using 184 
MeshLab 1.3.3 software. This plane was used to determine the baseline of EDJ crown (Fig. 2A). The 185 
tooth was then aligned such that the least-squares plane was in accordance with the xy-plane of the 186 
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Cartesian coordinate system, where its origin was defined by the centroid of the cervical line (Fig. 2A). 187 
In the coordinate system, the following three morphometric variables were sampled; surface curvature, 188 
height, and radius. The mean curvature of EDJ surface (c) was calculated analytically for each vertex of 189 
the 3D model (Appendix A; note the surface curvature is not calculated along a cross-sectional outline; 190 
instead it is calculated on the surface and the resulting curvature value is sampled along the outline. See 191 
below). The resulting positive and negative values of c indicate the convex and concave EDJ surfaces, 192 
respectively. The height from the cervical plane (h) and the radius from the centroid of the cervical line 193 
(r) were calculated directly from the 3D coordinates of the surface mesh (Fig. 2).  194 
For each specimen, the three variables (c, h, and r) were sampled from each cross-sectional 195 
outline and around the entire EDJ surface. EDJ surface was digitally sectioned equiangularly (L = 300) 196 
by a plane orthogonal to the xy-plane and through the centroid. In each cross section, the outline that 197 
runs from the point located just above the centroid of the cervix to the point at the level of the xy-plane 198 
was parameterized with elliptic Fourier analysis (EFA) equidistantly (K = 300) (Fig. 2B). EFA was used 199 
to reduce noise and to define parametric outline functions (Kuhl & Giardina, 1982). They were mapped 200 
onto a polar coordinate system (d, θ), where d denoted the normalized position along each 201 
cross-sectional outline (d = 0→1: centroid→cervix) and θ denoted the anatomical direction [θ = 202 
0°→360°: buccal (0°)→mesial (90°)→lingual (180°)→distal (270°)→buccal (360°): Figs. 2C, D, E, 203 
and F]. EDJ could be visualized using 2D morphometric maps M(d, θ), and the distributions, c(d, θ), h(d, 204 
θ), and r (d, θ), could be represented as K × L matrices, respectively, where K and L denoted the number 205 
of elements along d and θ, respectively (K = L = 300).  206 
The effects of scaling were corrected as follows in our analysis. The variables h and r were 207 
calculated from the 3D mesh that was normalized by centroid size (the square root of the summed 208 
squared distances of K × L 3D coordinates) (Bookstein, 1991). This is analogous to the ordinary 209 
geometric morphometric method. With regard to the variable c, we sampled the data of each tooth, 210 
constructed the matrix that represented c-M, and then normalized the data using the z-score of each c-M. 211 
Each row of the K × L matrix for each specimen was sequentially weighted by a concentrically 212 
subdivided area with radius 1 and constant internal angle (= 1/L) that was equidistantly sectioned (= 213 
1/K) (Appendix B). 214 
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For the comparative analysis of the morphometric maps Mi of all specimens (i = 1, 2, …, N), 215 
differences between specimens in orientation around the centroid (θ) had to be minimized. First, all 216 
specimens were pre-aligned manually to orientate them in a similar anatomical direction (Fig. 2C). 217 
Thereafter, optimal fitting was performed by iteratively minimizing the inter-specimen distance in 218 
Fourier space through rotation around θ [vertical (occlusal-cervical) axis; z-axis (Fig. 2A)], and this was 219 
executed by calculating a consensus map (using pre-aligned MMs for the first time) and aligning each 220 
MM to this consensus. This procedure was repeated until differences between specimens were 221 
minimized. The 2D-Fourier transforms F(Mi) of all Mi were then calculated (M has natural periodicity 222 
in θ) so as to produce K × L sets of Fourier coefficients that represent the shape of EDJ surface of each 223 
specimen as a point in the multidimensional Fourier space. The Fourier transform (FT) represents MMs 224 
as a set of spatial frequencies with associated amplitudes. A basic property of the FT is the 225 
low-frequency domain captures global features (i.e., large-scale variation), while the high frequency 226 
domain captures local features (i.e., small-scale variation). Low-pass filtering in Fourier space (i.e., 227 
removal of the high-frequency domain as noise) thus allows us to capture variation in global features. 228 
The most relevant statistical information about shape variation in the sample is typically contained in the 229 
low frequency domain (Zollikofer & Ponce de León, 2005). Using low-pass filtering in Fourier space, 230 
principal components analysis (PCA) was performed to identify principal patterns of shape variation in 231 
the sample. To facilitate visual inspection and morphological interpretation of the results of PCA, 232 
morphometric maps were reconstructed by transforming an arbitrary point in PC space into its 233 
corresponding sets of Fourier coefficients and then applying an inverse transformation. Morphometric 234 
maps were visualized using a false-color mapping scheme. We also performed landmark-based GM 235 
methods to compare the new methods of MM proposed here with earlier methods (Appendix C). 236 
Allometric scaling patterns among molars were explored by calculating a multivariate 237 
regression of shape PCs vs. log centroid size (Penin et al. 2002; Zollikofer & Ponce de León, 2006). 238 
This approach permits comparison of tooth morphology changes with size differences (allometric 239 
patterns) in multivariate shape space (morphospace). Bootstrapping was used to test the differences in 240 
mean shape between maxillary molars, and the tooth-specific distribution patterns in morphospace that 241 
were calculated as the distance between tooth-specific variance-covariance matrices (Mitteroecker & 242 
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Bookstein, 2009). Shape variation was measured by calculating the square root of the sum of the 243 
squared distances between mean configuration and each specimen in morphospace (Polly, 1998; 244 
Jernvall, 2000). To test whether there was a significant difference in shape variation among molars, a 245 
nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test was performed, followed by multiple comparisons corrected by the 246 
Bonferroni method (Rice, 1989). All calculations were performed by W.M. and N.M. using the 247 




Fig. 2 shows a visual comparison of the 3D representation of EDJ morphology and its corresponding 250 
MMs for UM1. EDJ surface and MMs show marked features that were associated with the 251 
characteristics of the enamel surface. Hence, we used anatomical terms for the enamel surface to 252 
indicate EDJ features (see Fig. 2). MM of surface curvature (c -M) (Fig. 2D) captured well-defined 253 
anatomical features; four cusps (paracone, protocone, metacone, and hypocone), Carabelli trait, ridges 254 
that are located between the cusps and delimit the occlusal table, the oblique crest, buccal and lingual 255 
grooves, and trigon and talon basins (mesially and distally located depressions, respectively). MM of 256 
height (h -M) from the cervix (Fig. 2E) captured relative location and distribution of the cusps. MM of 257 
radius (r -M) from the centroid of the cervical line (Fig. 2F) gave a comprehensive view of the 258 
horizontal dimensions of EDJ. For example, the difference in outward inclination is indicated by the 259 
difference in color gradation (more vertical on medial and distal sides vs. more inclined on buccal and 260 
lingual sides).  261 
The MM-based shape variation of the entire sample was explored using PCA for all 262 
morphometric variables. PC scores of MM-based and conventional GM analyses were compared and 263 
found to be similar to each other (Appendix C). We visualized the shape variation along the direction in 264 
morphospace that distinguished the average shapes of UM1, UM2, and UM3 (see e.g., Lordkipanidze et 265 
al. 2013, used a similar approach) in order to explore the shape variation independent of sample 266 
structure. For the purpose of easier visual inspection and interpretation of data plotting, we rotated PC1 267 
and PC2 so as to maximize the within-versus between-molar variation, and obtained a set of shape 268 
components SC1 and SC2, as shown in Fig. 3 (original PC1 and PC2 plot is shown in Fig. S1). SC1 and 269 
SC2 thus distinguish between UM1 and UM2/UM3, and UM1/UM2 and UM3, respectively. The 270 
results showed that morphological variation between maxillary molars along mesio-distal direction was 271 
not represented linearly in the morphospace; instead, lines connecting average shapes of UM1–UM2 272 
and UM2–UM3 are almost perpendicular to each other (Fig. 3). 273 
Extreme shapes along each SC axis are shown in Fig. 3. Features shown by positive SC1 in 274 
each MM are summarized as follows: c-M, pointed tip of each of the four cusps, larger relief in the 275 
occlusal table and lingual surface, and relatively larger talon against trigon separated by oblique crest; 276 
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h-M, relatively higher cusps; and r-M, larger dimension in each of the four cusp directions, particularly 277 
toward paracone. On the other hand, negative SC1 exhibited the following features: c-M, development 278 
of marginal ridges and tendency of hypocone reduction; h-M, relatively lower cusps, disappearance of 279 
hypocone, and protocone and metacone are located more disto-lingually; and r-M, larger bucco-lingual 280 
dimension in the mesial cusps. Collectively, SC1 exhibited shape variation associated with hypocone 281 
development and reduction. Features observed at the positive extreme of SC2 were as follows: c-M, 282 
blunt cusp tips and decreased relief in the occlusal table; h-M, generally lower cusps and rounded 283 
outline of the occlusal table; and r-M, relatively round outline of the occlusal table. On the other hand, 284 
negative SC2 exhibited the following features: c-M, clear cusp tips and increased relief; h-M, higher 285 
cusps, more distally located protocone, and more lingually located metacone; and r-M, elliptical outline 286 
of the occlusal table with a long axis in the paracone-hypocone direction. Collectively, SC2 exhibited 287 
shape variation associated with different heights and shapes of the occlusal table. 288 
Because tooth-specific distribution patterns associated with size differences were 289 
approximately linear, size-related shape changes were visualized as tooth-specific vectors in 290 
morphospace (allometric vector) (Fig. 3). In the PC plot graph, smaller and larger teeth were located 291 
around the bottom and head of the arrow, respectively (Fig. 3). The directions of the allometric vectors 292 
of UM2 and UM3 demonstrated that EDJ morphology approached shape of UM1 as the size increased. 293 
Allometric vector was also calculated and depicted for all specimens together (common allometric 294 
vector). The common allometric vector was also orientated with a direction similar to UM2- and 295 
UM3-specific allometric vectors. In contrast, the direction of the allometric vector of UM1 was distinct 296 
from UM2- and UM3-specific allometric vectors and from the common allometric vector. The 297 
larger-sized UM1 was characterized by a relatively rounded outline of the occlusal table. The shape 298 
variation along the axis perpendicular to the allometric vector indicates variation independent of 299 
allometry. In UM2, the shape variation along the allometric vector (i.e., size-dependent variation) was 300 
greater than the variation independent of allometry (Fig. 3). In UM3, the shape variation along the 301 
allometric vector was comparable to the variation independent of allometry. In UM1, on the other hand, 302 
the shape variation due to allometry was comparable to the variation independent of allometry. Thus, 303 
allometry explained, to a large extent, the shape variation in UM2 and UM3, and to a lesser extent that 304 
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in UM1. 305 
MM-based shape distances among molars were significant for all molar-shape comparisons 306 
(Table 2). UM1 showed greater shape disparity from UM2 (D = 1.97), and UM3 (D = 2.30) than that 307 
between UM2 and UM3 (D = 1.71). Fig. 4 shows MM-based representations of the average shapes of 308 
each molar. The mean shape of UM1 is characterized by four well-defined cusps that are developed in 309 
the cervical and horizontal (parallel to occlusal plane) directions, and demonstrate greater surface relief 310 
within the occlusal table associated with developed oblique ridge, accessory ridges, and inter-cusp 311 
grooves. The average UM2 shape is characterized by developed inter-cusp marginal ridges, but the 312 
relief located inside the occlusal table is relatively obscure and the hypocone shows a slight reduction. 313 
UM3 is characterized by rounded inter-cusp outline ridge, decreased and mesially-biased relief, overall 314 
reduction of cusp formation, and remarkable hypocone reduction. The tests of group-specific modes of 315 
variation (distances between variance-covariance matrices) yielded a significant result only for the 316 
comparison between UM1 and UM3 (Table 2). The size of phenotypic variation showed that UM3 was 317 




Metameric variation in terms of shape variation, variability, and allometric effects was assessed using 320 
methods of MM. Our data showed that metameric variation in human maxillary molars was not 321 
represented as a simple morphological gradation. UM1, UM2, and UM3 exhibited considerable 322 
tooth-specific shape variation, and morphological changes from UM1 to UM2 and from UM2 to UM3 323 
differed from each other. 324 
UM3 showed unique variability compared with UM1 and UM2 in two respects. First, it 325 
exhibited the largest morphological variation (Fig. 5), and this was consistent with previous studies that 326 
reported large variation of UM3 using conventional quantitative methods (Garn et al. 1963; Sofaer et al. 327 
1971; Townsend et al. 2003; Harris & Dinh, 2006). Second, UM3 showed a distinct distribution pattern 328 
(i.e., distinct shape of the point cloud) in morphospace (Table 2). The unique pattern of variability of 329 
UM3 could be explained by the physical and developmental constraints. With regard to physical 330 
constraint, the amount of available space in a jaw can affect the UM3 variability because it is the last 331 
tooth to form in a dentition, whereas developmental constraints include the underlying stochastic nature 332 
of sequential molar formation which can contribute to greater shape variation (Townsend et al. 2003). 333 
Specifically, larger variation of UM3 can be interpreted as a consequence of developmental processes 334 
described by the inhibitory cascade model (Kavanagh et al. 2007), which suggests that the 335 
developmental processes of a molar row may produce cumulative effects of local epigenetic events, 336 
particularly on the UM3 which forms last. 337 
Analyses of allometry showed a considerable portion of the shape variation of UM2 can be 338 
explained by size variation, and EDJ morphologies of UM2 and UM3 resemble the shape of UM1 with 339 
increasing size (Fig. 3). The common allometric vector of the entire sample also showed a tendency to 340 
resemble the patterns of UM2 (Fig. 3). This indicates the morphology of human maxillary molars has a 341 
tendency to converge toward the morphology of UM1, which can therefore play an important role in 342 
determining the morphologies of UM2. Taking into account the development of M1 affects the sizes of 343 
M2 and M3 (Kavanagh et al. 2007), our data indicated that human maxillary molars are not 344 
pre-programed to realize distinct morphologies, but are morphologically integrated as a whole by the 345 
development of “key” UM1 which controls the sizes of UM2 and UM3 (Braga and Heuzé, 2007). The 346 
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morphometric data presented in this study could thus give support to the hypothetical notion that UM1 347 
is a “key tooth” (Butler, 1939; Dahlberg, 1945). It should be noted, however, that our data also indicate 348 
the “rule” of key tooth theory is not easily generalized. While UM3 in general shows a similar pattern of 349 
allometry with UM2, the allometric pattern of UM3 differs from that of UM2 in two respects. First, 350 
size-independent variation (i.e., variation along the direction perpendicular to the allometric vector) is 351 
considerably large relative to size-related variation (i.e., variation along the allometric vector) in UM3 352 
compared to UM2. Second, the allometric vector of UM3 is directed toward large-sized UM1 while 353 
allometric vector of UM2 is directed fairly toward the mean shape of UM1. Thus, it remains elusive 354 
how and why the tooth-specific allometric patterns differ from each other, and how the actual pattern of 355 
molar morphology deviates from the “rule” of key tooth theory. 356 
UM1 showed a different allometric pattern from UM2 and UM3 (Fig. 3). As the size of EDJ 357 
increased, the outline of the occlusal table became circular in UM1. This may be related to an increase 358 
in the individual cusp size associated with increases in entire EDJ size because increase in the individual 359 
cusp size can result in relatively equal proportion of each cusp size. In this context, the circular outline in 360 
UM1 is distinct from that of the occlusal table observed in UM3.  361 
Our data showed UM1 exhibited smaller variation of size than UM2 and UM3 (Table S2) as 362 
previously reported (Garn et al. 1963). This seems to be contradictory because the sizes of distal molars 363 
are constrained by mesial molars according to the inhibitory cascade model. The larger variation of 364 
UM2 and UM3 observed in this study, however, suggests they are not constrained in terms of 365 
phenotypes but are constrained in terms of the independence of developmental pathways reflecting the 366 
downstream position of stochastic cascade events. On the other hand, smaller size variation of UM1 367 
indicates it exhibits the most stable and inherent odontogenetic potential among molar teeth. It is thus 368 
sensible to note our data are indeed in accordance with, rather than contradictory to, the inhibitory 369 
cascade model. 370 
Morphological differences between molars were evaluated as distances in morphospace. The 371 
results show that the phenotypic distances between UM1and UM2 and between UM1 and UM3 are 372 
larger than the distance between UM2 and UM3 (Table 2). This indicates UM1 is phenotypically 373 
distinct among the maxillary molars. The distinct morphology and allometric pattern of UM1 and the 374 
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unique variability of UM3 may reflect, in part, the timing of tooth formation [during embryonic period 375 
(UM1) vs. after birth (UM3)]. Moreover, the period up to completion of tooth formation is considerably 376 
shorter in UM1 than in UM2 and UM3 (Schour & Massler, 1941). Thus, we speculated that temporal 377 
differences in onset and/or termination of tooth formation could be associated with between-taxon 378 
differences of tooth morphology and metameric variation to some extent in hominoids. 379 
The r-Ms captured a stable pattern which we may call “paracone protuberance”, that is, the 380 
radius from the centroid of the cervical line was the largest in the direction of paracone (represented as 381 
red in false-color map) (Figs. 2F, 3, and 4). This tendency is relatively stable and is independent of 382 
molar position and allometric effects. After excluding the effects of allometry and tooth position, it is 383 
likely that these observations reflect genetically determined developmental processes. It is probable that 384 
the pattern of the general shape of molars is constrained by the sequence of cusp formation which is 385 
initiated in the order from mesial to distal (paracone→protocone→metacone→hypocone) (Turner, 386 
1963; Kraus & Jordan, 1965). It is sensible that the area around the first-forming cusp would be larger in 387 
the mesio-buccal direction, regardless of surface curvature and cusp height.  388 
The c-M captured a pattern in the surface relief which we may call “mesio-distal 389 
topographical gradient”, that is, the more distal the teeth are located, the more marked is the contrast of 390 
surface topography between mesio-buccal vs. disto-lingual sides (Figs. 3, 4). For example, in UM2 and 391 
UM3, the paracone-protocone ridge is well developed compared with the metacone-hypocone ridge, 392 
and the trigon basin exhibits deeper depression than the talon basin (Fig. 4; c and r-M). Moreover, in 393 
UM2 and particularly in UM3, the distal cusps (metacone and hypocone) are degenerated compared 394 
with the mesial cusps (paracone and protocone) (Fig. 4; c and r-M). The mesio-distal gradient of the 395 
surface topography has been reported in previous studies that focused on metameric variation among 396 
human maxillary molars (Yamada & Brown, 1988, 1990; Macho & Moggi-Cecchi, 1992; Kondo & 397 
Yamada, 2003; Kondo et al. 2005; Kondo & Townsend, 2006). The dentine horns and ridges on EDJ 398 
correspond to the cusp tips and ridges on the enamel surface, and are formed by the folding of the 399 
inner-enamel epithelium in response to the formation of secondary enamel knots (Jenrvall & Jung, 400 
2000). Tooth morphology is controlled by the combined effects of biochemical signaling degraded from 401 
mesial to distal direction at the tooth row level and at the individual crown level (Weiss, 1990; Jernvall 402 
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& Thesleff, 2000; Harris & Dihn, 2006). It is likely that the genotypic potential is expressed to its full 403 
extent phenotypically only when the effect of the morphogenetic signaling is extended sufficiently 404 
during odontogenesis (Kondo & Townsend, 2006). As a consequence, all of the primary enamel knots 405 
and resulting surface topography are well formed in the development of UM1, while the distal primary 406 
enamel knots and resulting surface topography are degenerated compared with the mesial primary 407 
enamel knots in the development of distal teeth. The mesio-distal gradient of the surface topography can 408 
thus be reasonably linked to the mesio-distal gradient of biochemical signaling. 409 
The patterning cascade model proposed a formation sequence of “mesial first” and “distal 410 
later” as the principle of dental patterning (Jernvall, 2000). Taking into account the “paracone 411 
protuberance” in general shape, and “mesio-distal topographical gradient” in surface relief together, the 412 
phenotypic patterns observed in this study can in general be interpreted to be in accordance with the 413 
patterning cascade model. Furthermore, the nested hierarchical structure of reciprocal signaling 414 
interaction (Jernvall & Thesleff, 2000, 2012) can result in a mesio-distal morphological gradient at the 415 
inter-molar level (macro-patterning) and at the inter-cusp level (micro-patterning), shown by the 416 
experimental data (Cai et al. 2007). 417 
We interpreted observed patterns of morphological variation and variability in terms of tooth 418 
development, but various issues remain to be addressed to further our understanding of the link between 419 
developmental processes and phenotypes. For example, only a single tooth was obtained from each 420 
individual in this study. To assess effects of environmental and/or epigenetic factors more specifically, 421 
sampling teeth from the same individuals would be worthwhile to corroborate the results presented in 422 
this study. The present sample consists of populations from different periods and regions. It would also 423 
be interesting to compare between-population variation in time and space in future studies. 424 
A comparison of landmark-based and MM-based methods showed that both methods are 425 
equally efficient in detecting patterns of morphological variation and variability. Thus, 426 
semilandmark-based methods, especially combined with surface-based visualization (Gunz et al. 2005), 427 
can be potentially used for analyzing metameric variation of tooth if point-to-point homology between 428 
specimens can be established. On the other hand, MM-based approach does not require a priori 429 
definition of landmarks (e.g., cusps, ridges and depressions). Our results showed that MM-based 430 
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methods can be applied to molars of which the homology between individuals is extremely difficult 431 
(Fig. 1). This study also showed that MM-based methods are suitable tool for visual inspection of 432 
anatomical features of molars (Figs. 2, 3, 4). Between- and within-molar variation of anatomical 433 
features were effectively analyzed based on quantitative data using the methods presented in this study. 434 
Using three morphometric parameters (c: surface curvature, h: height, and r: radius), we 435 
quantified EDJ morphology by means of the MM methods. Our results indicate the data expressed by 436 
each morphometric variable can be interpreted in the framework of development. The h and r-Ms allow 437 
clear visualization of global morphological features, such as the presence/absence of cusps. They also 438 
allow expression of global EDJ morphology that could reflect the epithelial elongation toward the 439 
cervical loop, the ratio and period of tooth development, and/or the available space for tooth germ 440 
growth (Jernvall, 1995; Salazar-Ciudad, 2012). While the h and r-Ms on EDJ surface are representative 441 
of tooth germ growth, the subsequent enamel formation process can also be quantified by the 442 
application of MM methods to enamel thickness. The c-M permits capture and analysis of subtle 443 
surface topographies that are conventionally recognized as nonmetric dental traits. The topological 444 
characters shown in c-M result from the epithelial undulation regulated by the mesenchyme and by the 445 
mechanical interaction on the basement membrane during morphogenesis (Jernvall & Jung, 2000; 446 
Salazar-Ciudad, 2008). For example, a clear representation of Carabelli’s trait may be related to the 447 
expression of an additional secondary enamel knot (Fig. 2D). To this end, further experimental analyses, 448 
whether in silico experiments (e.g., Salazar-Ciudad & Jernvall, 2010) with hominoids or in vitro/in vivo 449 
experiments with model animals (e.g., Harjunmaa et al. 2012, 2014), are required to link the surface 450 
curvature to expression patterns of signaling molecules. 451 
Using dental traits presents some difficulties for the reconstruction of phylogeny because it is 452 
likely that the morphological characters in molars are not independent from each other but are 453 
developmentally correlated (Kangas et al. 2004). Our results indicate capturing taxon-specific dental 454 
features such as metameric variation can be a useful complement because they encapsulate 455 
taxon-specific patterns of tooth development. This study showed MM is a useful tool for exploring 456 
metameric variation and linking the tooth morphology to development. Thus, using it as an exploratory 457 
tool of tooth morphology has great potential for a better understanding of evolution of teeth in terms of 458 
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We applied MM to EDJ of human maxillary molars. Our results showed that MM is a useful tool to 461 
explore morphological variation of teeth. We also found that UM1 is phenotypically distinct among the 462 
maxillary molars and is characterized by four well-defined cusps and greater surface relief within the 463 
occlusal table. On the other hand, UM3 is characterized by decreased surface relief and rounded within 464 
the occlusal table and it also exhibits a unique variability pattern with greater shape variation and a 465 
distinct distribution pattern in morphospace. The UM2 represents an intermediate state between UM1 466 
and UM3 in terms of phenotypic variation and variability. Tooth-specific patterns of allometry indicated 467 
that the morphology of the human maxillary molar tends to converge toward that of UM1. These results 468 
are generally in accordance with morphogenetic models of molar rows (inhibitory cascade model) and 469 
molar crowns (patterning cascade model). Our data thus show that morphological variation of human 470 
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Table 1. Sample structure 
Tooth N (Source1) 
UM1 62 (Jomon, 8; Medieval, 13; Early modern, 30; Modern, 11) 
UM2 54 (Jomon, 31; Modern, 23) 
UM3 60 (Jomon, 29; Modern, 31) 
1Jomon (14500−300 BC), Medieval (13−15C AD), Early modern (17−19C AD), and 
Modern (19C AD−) from Japanese Archipelago (mainland Japanese). 
 638 
Table 2. Morphological differences among 3 maxillary molars   
  UM1 versus UM2 UM2 versus UM3 UM1 versus UM3 
Mean Shape 1.97*** 1.71*** 2.30*** 
Mode of variation 24.64 25.85 24.29*** 
***p<0.001. 
     639 
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Figure legends 640 
Fig. 1. Variation of human maxillary molars (occlusal view). Specimen IDs correspond to the 641 
respective individuals in multivariate shape space (Fig. 3). Specimens #2 and #3 of UM2 exhibit 642 
UM1-like and UM3-like morphologies respectively. Scale bar: 5 mm. 643 
 644 
Fig. 2. Scheme of morphometric data sampling and mapping. (A) 3D representation of EDJ crown of 645 
left UM1 (distal view). Filled circles indicate the digitized cervical line. EDJ is aligned so that the 646 
least-squares plane is in accordance with the xy-plane of the Cartesian coordinate system, where its 647 
origin is defined by the centroid of the cervical line. (B) Sectional view of EDJ. The outline that goes 648 
from the centroid to the cervix (d: 0→1) on the section of EDJ surface is parameterized with elliptic 649 
Fourier analysis. On this outline, we sampled three variables: c, the mean curvature; h, the height from 650 
the cervical plane; and r, the radius from the centroid of the cervical line. (C) Three dimensional model 651 
of EDJ (occlusal view) that represents the anatomical direction: buccal (0°)→mesial (90°)→lingual 652 
(180°)→distal (270°)→buccal (360°). pa: paracone; pr: protocone; me: metacone; hy: hypocone; oc: 653 
oblique crest; trib: trigon basin; tab: talon basin; bg: buccal groove; lg: lingual groove; ca: Carabelli trait. 654 
b: buccal; m: mesial; l: lingual; d: distal. (D) Surface topography map (c-M) permits identification of 655 
anatomically well-defined features and subtle surface structures. (E) Height map (h-M) gives a 656 
comprehensive view of the vertical (cusp tip-cervix) dimensions of EDJ, and the relative location and 657 
distribution of the cusps. (F) Radius map (r-M) represents the extent of the horizontal (parallel to 658 
cervical plane) dimensions of EDJ. 659 
 660 
Fig. 3. Variation along shape component (SC) 1 and 2 (open circles: UM1, asterisks: UM2, open stars: 661 
UM3; large symbols/ellipses indicate tooth-specific means/95%-density ellipses; morphometric maps (c, 662 
h, and r, from top to bottom and left to right, respectively) visualizing extreme shapes along each SC 663 
axis). Arrow heads indicate increased radius around paracone (paracone protuberance). Arrows 664 
correspond to a common allometric vector (allometric vector of the entire sample; black arrow) and an 665 
allometric vector for each molar (red arrow: UM1; blue arrow: UM2; green arrow: UM3). The center of 666 
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each arrow represents the mean molar shape and the length is defined as twice the standard deviation for 667 
the direction of each allometric vector. While the allometric vector of entire sample and that of UM2 668 
show that EDJ morphology approaches UM1 mean shape with increasing size, the allometric vector of 669 
UM3 is directed toward relatively large-sized UM1. Specimen IDs correspond to the respective 670 
individuals in Fig. 1. pa: paracone; pr: protocone; me: metacone; hy: hypocone; oc: oblique crest. b: 671 
buccal; m: mesial; l: lingual; d: distal. Available in color online.  672 
 673 
Fig. 4. Average morphometric maps (c, h, and r from left to right) of each molar (UM1, UM2, and 674 
UM3, from top to bottom). Arrow heads indicate increased radius around paracone (paracone 675 
protuberance). pa: paracone; pr: protocone; me: metacone; hy: hypocone; oc: oblique crest; trib: trigon 676 
basin; tab: talon basin; bg: buccal groove; lg: lingual groove. This figure is also available in color online 677 
at http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1469-7580 678 
 679 
Fig. 5. Comparison of shape variation calculated as the square root of the sum of the squared distances 680 
between the mean configuration and each specimen in morphospace. There is a significant difference in 681 
the amount of shape variation between UM3 and UM1 or UM2, but not between UM1 and UM2. 682 
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